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Overview

I How does ideal MHD plasma couple to

microscale?

I How does it happen so fast (impulsively)?

−→ Instability of an instability
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Caltech experiment setup



Steps in jet formation

Neutral gas injected at anode and cathode



Steps in jet formation

Gas breaks down along vacuum field lines



Steps in jet formation

Flux tubes merge to form central jet



Steps in jet formation

Plasma jet expands axially into chamber
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Current-driven ideal MHD kink instability

Kruskal-Shafranov instability criteria:

q(a) =
2πaBz(a)

LBφ(a)
< 1

In experimental parameters:

λgun =
µ0Igun
Ψgun

>
4π

L



Kink instability growth rate:
Linear or exponential



Rayleigh-Taylor instability

On trailing edge of outward
accelerating filament
λ ≈ 2 cm
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Calculate effective gravity at time of Rayleigh-Taylor onset

In this case, offset is:

ξ(t) = 6× 10−3 exp[8× 105(t − t0)]

Rayleigh-Taylor first appears at t = 24 µs; acceleration is:

g = 6× 10−3(8× 105)2 exp[8× 105(3× 10−3)] ≈ 4× 1010 m/s2



Calculate predicted Rayleigh-Taylor growth rate

R-T growth rate:

γ2 = gk

(
ρ2 − ρ1

ρ2 + ρ1
− 2 (k · B)2

µ0 (ρ2 + ρ1) gk

)
Assumptions:
k · B = 0
ρ2 � ρ1

(fastest growing mode)

(density in filament much greater than just outside filament)

R-T growth rate becomes:

γ2 = gk

≈ 4× 1010 2π

0.02
=⇒ γ ≈ 3× 106 s−1



Estimate observed Rayleigh-Taylor growth rate

t1 = 24 µs
A1 ≈ 0.5 cm

t2 = 25 µs
A2 ≈ 1.5 cm

A2

A1
= exp [γ (t2 − t1)]

1.5

0.5
= exp

[
γ
(
1× 10−6

)]
=⇒ γ ≈ 1× 106 s−1



Plasma reconnects after Rayleigh-Taylor instability

Burst of EUV radiation

Excitation in whistler wave frequency range



Non-MHD scale at time of reconnection

vd
vA

=
Jz
nq

µ0nmi

B
≈ µ0Jz

Bz

(
c

ωpi

)

≈ 4π

λz

(
c

ωpi

)

≈ O(1)

MHD assumes vd
vA
� 1, so this is non-MHD scale



Conclusion

I Plasma starts on ideal MHD scale

I Kink instability

I Non-inertial frame, effective gravity

I Rayleigh-Taylor instability

I Magnetic reconnection when plasma on “microscopic” scale

Question: What determines whether the kink amplitude grows
linearly or exponentially?


